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Mission Descriptor
ORIGIN PC, a privately held, self-funded Small Business Enterprise (SBE) is the unrivaled prestigious national manufacturer of innovative, customized, hand-crafted high performance/high graphics VR capable computer workstations, desktops, laptops, "All-in-One's", HPCs, and server systems for government agencies and businesses with requirements for extreme performance and productivity capabilities. ORIGIN PC utilizes the latest multi-core processors (Intel Xeon E5/ Docasa-Core, Kaby Lake, Coffee Lake) bleeding edge graphics technologies (NVIDIA Tesla, Quadro, and multi-GPUs), various solid state storage (SSD/SSD m.2|PCIe SSD/m.2) offerings, Phase Change liquid cooling, TPM security, UEFI and innovative designs backed by our touted 24/7 U.S.-based customer support and our superior service.

NAICS Codes
334111 -- Electronic Computer Manufacturing
334113 -- Computer Terminal Manufacturing

ORIGIN PC's diverse capabilities of designing, developing and deploying individually hand-crafted customized high-performance systems, from the business desktop to the mobile workstation, address the needs and requirements of a plethora of industries including: forensic computing to medical imaging, multi-display stock-trading systems, VR/virtual reality to AR/augmented reality, robotics systems programming to military warfare and scientific simulations, multi-layered high-res graphics renderings to raw multi-GPU HPC computing, eSports gaming, and university computer labs. ORIGIN PC can build high-performance systems for an organization required to meet specific goals.

Social Economic Certifications
Small Business
Accepting
POs, Credit Cards, Leasing, EFT

Past Performance / Experience
Amazon
SPAWAR/NAVY
USAF
US Army
USCG

DHS
Lockheed Martin
NASA/JPL
Northrop Grumman
CISCO

USMC
University of CA
Champlain College
DFAS
Activision

Oculus
BAE Systems
Broward County Sheriffs Ofc
John Hopkins Univ Med Ctr
Turner Construction

History / Background
Incorporated in 2009, Origin PC is a privately held, small business entity headquartered in Miami, Florida USA. The three founders of ORIGIN PC (Hector Penton, Kevin Wasielewski and Richard Cary) were key individuals in the success of Alienware's computer systems design, marketing and sales that led to it being acquired by Dell Computers. In aftermath of the acquisition, their observations and research showed a void for the innovation, quality, design, reliability and high-performance that PC enthusiasts, businesses and government agencies came to expect; hence their decision to build a new company with systems that would surpass their previous accomplishments. ORIGIN PC's entry into the marketplace has been well received with multiple accolades and Editors’ Choice awards providing testimony of their innovation, superior customized high performance systems and their high standard goals of exceptional customer satisfaction and service. ORIGIN PC created its Government, Corporate and Business Division (GCBD) to better address the needs and requirements of its government, education and corporate clients.

ORIGIN PC Differentiators
Customized high-performance and high graphics capable systems:
• Workstations/Desktops
• HPCs/Rackmount Servers
• Laptops/Mobile Workstations
• All-in-One Pro Workstations

Key Qualities:
• High quality components
• High/extreme performance
• CPU/video GPU overclocking
• Customization (various h/w, OS and other caveats)

• Leading VR/AR systems mftr.
• PC Gaming and Hi-Res graphics expertise
• 24/7/365 U.S.-based support